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 PROFI CONSULTING
from 9am to 5pm
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 FAST DELIVERY
orders shipped within 24h
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 SECURE PAYMENT
online card payment, PayPal...
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 13 YEARS ON THE MARKET
lots of satisfied customers
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 Buy for   and have delivery free.
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     > Wheels and spacers>Aluminium wheels>BRAID racing wheels

BRAID racing wheels 
Didn't find the model you were looking for? Download the complete BRAID catalogue HERE




 Catalog
 Availability
	    In stock (4)  


 Manufacturer
	    Braid (63)  


 Price

 Range:  


 Size
	    10 (2)  
	    13 (7)  
	    14 (3)  
	    15 (13)  
	    16 (11)  
	    17 (12)  
	    18 (10)  
	    19 (2)  


 Fiting type
	    Beadlock (2)  
	    Circuit (5)  
	    Classic (5)  
	    Formula (3)  
	    Gravel (29)  
	    Offroad (14)  
	    Rallycross (3)  
	    Snow, Ice (5)  
	    Tarmac (26)  
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	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 9X18"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 9X18" 
 The Fullrace A is specially designed for tarmac and circuit application. Assisted with a computer software design, the spokes and inner profile are...
  355,80 € 












Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Sturace 13"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Sturace 13" 
 The Sturace wheels are made exclusively for Formula Student vehicles, these wheels are designed using highest aluminium grades to guarantee maximum...
  410,00 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Sturace 10"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Sturace 10" 
 The Sturace wheels are made exclusively for Formula Student vehicles, these wheels are designed using highest aluminium grades to guarantee maximum...
  370,40 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Winrace S 8X17"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Winrace S 8X17" 
 The Winrace S is meticulously designed and manufactured using high quality aluminium alloy to withstand the most demanding situations.
  302,70 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 







 1 Review(s)
	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Winrace TLR 7x16"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Winrace TLR 7x16" 
 The Winrace TLR is accurately engineered with a larger centre bowl, for PCD as big as 165mm Land Rover, and yet brilliantly conceived to maintain the...
  315,10 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Winrace T 7x16" ANTHRACITE] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Winrace T 7x16" ANTHRACITE 
 Winrace T са щателно проектирани и произведени с помощта на висококачествена алуминиева сплав, за да издържат на най-взискателната терена среда. Те са...
  298,20 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8,5X19"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8,5X19" 
 The Fullrace A 8,5x19" is specially designed circuit application and daily use cars. Assisted with a computer software design, the spokes and inner...
  367,10 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 10X18"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 10X18" 
 The Fullrace A is specially designed for tarmac and circuit application. Assisted with a computer software design, the spokes and inner profile are...
  370,40 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8X18" GOLD] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8X18" GOLD 
 The Fullrace A is specially designed for tarmac and circuit application. Assisted with a computer software design, the spokes and inner profile are...
  284,60 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace T Dakar 8X17" Beadlock B] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace T Dakar 8X17" Beadlock B 
 The Fullrace T Dakar 8x17” Beadlock B, with its great features, including a 90° machined high hump and grooved beat seat for specialized tyres, is the...
  449,50 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8X18" ANTHRACITE] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace A 8X18" ANTHRACITE 
 The Fullrace A is specially designed for tarmac and circuit application. Assisted with a computer software design, the spokes and inner profile are...
  284,60 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 

	  [image: Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace T Dakar 8X17"] 

  Racing wheel BRAID Fullrace T Dakar 8X17" 
 The Fullrace T Dakar is designed specifically for the most demanding terrain on the planet. It incorporates powerful features, such as reinforced inner...
  341,10 € 






Dispatched within 4-6 weeks  Available on order

  At the latest: 24. 5. 


  Add to cart 
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